Local Food Innovators:
Flour & Co.
Set in the heart of the Toowoon Bay village sits a cute little coffee
house with a community following as epic as its menu.
Flour & Co. is owned and operated by Central Coast locals Grace
Picot and Tim North. The modern bakery and coffee spot thrives on its
strong community presence and passion for continuously serving up
excellent coffee and delicious food.
We recently spoke to Grace to find out what the secret ingredient is
to Flour & Co.’s success.
Flour & Co. has grown to become a coveted bakery and coffee spot in Toowoon Bay. How did it
evolve into the ‘go-to’ coffee house that it is today?

I think our evolution and success is a combination of so many things. There’s the beautiful history
of the family business spanning three decades - which can be quite rare as more and more people
tend to spend their dollars in big multi-national stores which makes it really hard to compete as a
small business.
I do believe the two biggest factors would be a strong community presence and keeping the
quality of our coffee and food consistently good. We are very much a part of the community in
which we live. We live a five-minute walk away from the shop, and when it comes to coffee - if you
can’t be consistent these days, people just move on. So we are very strict with our baristas and
ensure they are all trained in-house to make coffee our way.
As the business evolved over three decades, it grew a happy community of residents, visitors
from around the Central Coast and holidaymakers. Why do you think people
love Flour & Co. and its community?

I think people just love the legacy of the business. We have people who have been coming to our
shop since the 1980s. Then their kids grow up and continue to come to us, so I think the business
has a unique history that can’t be manufactured.
We are so lucky to be surrounded by a supportive community and our staff really reflect that. Our
team is incredible, and I feel like each staff member has a strong connection with a lot of our
regular customers. So when you enter our shop, and everyone is connecting, strangers and old
friends, young and old, you can’t help but feel that.
When I go into Flour & Co. as a customer on my day off, it feels so good to be surrounded by such
an awesome community.

What changes have you seen in the coffee and day dining scene seeing as more people
nowadays work remotely away from the office?

I think the biggest changes I’ve seen is that simplicity and human connection is now key.
What we offer is very simple, we haven’t by any means re-invented the bakery menu, just a few
modernisations and creative stuff here and there. But really, people like our simplicity. So many of our
customers these days work from home and live up the road. They come in with their laptop for a
change of scene and to connect with people; after all, the home office can be a tad isolating. By
creating a relaxed and simple environment, people feel comfortable just to come, set up and hang
out. Maybe a more formal dining setting wouldn’t really allow that.
Flour & Co. have impressive coffee and LOTS of yummy food. Do you work with any local
suppliers?

Our coffee is pretty special. We use No Label coffee, which is our good friend Tom Pole’s coffee
company. The reason it is unique is that we use beans from Vanuatu, which you won’t see around in
the coffee scene much. We love how Tom has been a big part of the actual plantations over in
Vanuatu, and all of the beans are fair trade and direct trade, which in the coffee world is a huge
thing. He talks directly to the farmers and ensures that the prices are fair and sustainable. Apart from
being delicious, it feels good to know our coffee comes from a responsible source.
With our food, we use local suppliers wherever possible. We always prefer to work with fellow small
businesses if possible.
Still, possibly the most exciting thing we have recently started is the sale of organic vegetable boxes
on weekends from a local farm at Mangrove Mountain by the name of Fanelli Organics.
We have actually spent time on the farm with Eden Fanelli and have been working on encouraging
our community to support our local farmers. Why buy from Woolies when amazing produce picked
the day before is available?

What’s the most popular coffee order and meal?

You can’t go past the California Burrito and Coffee combo on a Saturday morning.
What’s next for Flour & Co.?

We hope to engage in more community projects and generally bring more to the community than
just coffee and pies. There are a few things in the pipeline which we are excited about, but it’s still too
early to say too much.
Let’s just say we may be going mobile.
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FIND OUT MORE
Facebook: @flourandcobakery
Instagram: @flourandco_

